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Today

- Introductions
- Quick Pitch – Key Copyright Issues
- Facilitated Discussions
- Report Out
Quick Pitch

- Kevin & Brandon – Fair Use/Fair Dealing
- Christine – Creative Commons Licensing (author and publisher perspectives)
- Will – Business Language and Publication Agreements
- Carla - Permissions
Greetings from Zug!
Governing Law and Jurisdiction

This agreement shall be governed by, and shall be construed in accordance with, the laws of Switzerland. The courts of Zug, Switzerland shall have the exclusive jurisdiction.
Permissions

- Who will be responsible for securing them?
- Template form vs. rightsholders agreements
- Who pays the bills?
- How are the permissions tracked and archived?
- What about when we get no response?
- Student permissions!

Copyfraud
- Public domain works
- We think we hold the copyright to protected works
Facilitated Discussions

- Pick a topic you’d be interested in learning more about and join that discussion group

- Note takers
  - Fair Use/Fair Dealing: https://tinyurl.com/yxw2zajw
  - Creative Commons Licensing: https://tinyurl.com/y5rgkkru
  - Business Language and Publication Agreements: https://tinyurl.com/y37twa8o
  - Permissions: https://tinyurl.com/y2hl5njq

- Report out in final 10 minutes, so pick a reporter!
Report Out

- Share 1-2 key concepts that emerged from your group discussion
  - Fair Use/Fair Dealing: https://tinyurl.com/yxw2zajw
  - Creative Commons Licensing: https://tinyurl.com/y5rgkkru
  - Business Language and Publication Agreements: https://tinyurl.com/y37twa8o
  - Permissions: https://tinyurl.com/y2hl5njq
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